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A Place Both Near and Far 
By Jacques Bottjer 

    

Take me away, from the city smog, exhaust and burning lungs, 

Take me from the cold concrete, tarmac streets and skies without the stars, 

Take me from this pace of life, deadlines, and lack of sleep, 

Take me from screens, TVs, phones and flashing lights, 

Take me from the grey and beige or brick, iron and steel. 

 

Take me away from the day to day, to a place both near and far, 

 

 Let me walk the path of Odo’s land, carved out by ancient feet, 

Share a space unchanged in many ways, untainted by the march of time, 

A world that remembers conquerors, bringing language, law and rule, 

That baked the bread for adventurers, in search of mythic lands, 

It watched the zeppelins burning pink, and fall from out the sky, 

Where cattle grazed and days have passed, and centuries rolled on, 

  

Take me away from the day to day, to this place both near and far, 

  

I’ll traverse the fields, Lord Petre’s pride, protected by the miller, 

Whose ghastly ghost, shall share a meal sea biscuit and skimmed milk, 

He’ll grow in strength as I shall too, renewed by the sights and the sounds, 

Shed the weight of years, beside beehives and windmills, 

Inhale the bouquet of his nosegay broach; brush the flour from his coat, 

And approach the rest of my day as a born again man, 
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Take me away from the day to day, to this place both near and far, 

  

May my eyes absorb its colours, may my lungs soak up its air, 

May my ears give sense to the senseless chatter and  prattling of birds, 

At once, chaotic and peaceful all the same, 

May my fingers feel the wrinkled skin and bark of an aged oak, 

And under a sky that seems, an ocean, so much larger than before, 

In clearings watch the copper wings of a butterfly upon a stem. 

  

Take me away from the day to day, to this place both near and far, 

  

Come with me to the eerie quiet, below trees, that block the sun, 

I’ll show you kaleidoscopic lights that dance on the dirt below, 

We’ll climb the natural steps, upon the path, of interwoven roots,  

See small blossoms of white that burst forth from the hawthorn bush, 

The dog shall shed his skin, and once again, become a wolf or hound, 

He’ll track beneath the grasses; we’ll let our instincts lead us on, 

  

Take me away from the day to day, to this place both near and far, 

  

Let us not own, but be embraced by the land, 

Saved from the creeping concrete of post-war planning, 

Share the dreams of Dagenham bus drivers and thrive upon the open air, 

Where their mares and foals, had space to trot and canter, 

Many miles from the Great Smoke, in the land that gave oats, 

To keep a country afloat, when the Blitz had threatened to sink us all,  

  

Take me away from the day to day, to a place both near and far, 
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Take me away to the stuff of life, the same carbon that constructs my skin, 

That built the magpie over head, the cow upon the field, 

That binds together the crow, the ant, the panting dog, 

Our minds, and souls and hearts, the same building blocks, for all 

We can be one with all the wildflower, and the heath grass underfoot, 

So take me to the meadows, on an early summer’s morn, 

  

Take me from the day to day, a place both near and far, 
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